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Abstract. Recently, SiamFC network has been investigated into object tracking community. This network utilizes two branches sharing same parameters as feature extractor and cross-correlation as similarity
metric. However, most of SiamFC trackers discard low level conv-feature and only take the conv-feature
from last layer into account. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical estimation framework for SiamFC
network to take full advantage of both low level and high level conv-features. We firstly construct hierarchical SiamFC networks using pre-trained VGGNet, ResNet and DenseNet. While tracking, hierarchical
SiamFC network can infer target position via different conv-features. We also define adaptive weights for
each score map from different layers. The final position of target is estimated by score map with maximum
weighted PSR. Experimental results demonstrate that SiamFC trackers equipped our proposed framework
outperform baselines and achieve state-of-art performance.
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Introduction

Object tracking, as one of the most appealing research fields, has been widely applied to human-computer
interaction, medical image and video surveillance [16]. Generally, object trackers can be divided into two classes:
generative trackers and discriminative trackers. Generative trackers usually find the candidate which is most
like to the target while discriminative trackers train a classifier and recognize targets from background. Most of
discriminative trackers can outperform generative trackers since they take background into account.
Among kinds of discriminative trackers, correlation filter based tracker is most typical one. In [2], Bolme et
al. first investigated correlation filter into object tracking. In [6, 7], Henriques et al. proposed circulant matrices
which can be diagonalized by DFT and utilized kernel trick to simplify ridge regression. Since Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) making great progress in computer vision [14, 5, 12, 4, 10, 13], researchers tried to use
conv-feature in tracking task. Object tracking requires to not only recognize targets from background but
also locate them. Therefore, hierarchical conv-features are more effective than single conv-feature. In [3], Ma
et al. proposed Hierarchical Convolutional Features (HCF) for correlation filter and conducted coarse-to-fine
translation estimation. In [11], Qi et al. proposed hedged deep tracking (HDT) which utilized hedge algorithm
to generate weighted response map.
Recently, Siamse Fully Convolutional (SiamFC) network has been investigated into object tracking community [1]. It utilizes two feature extractor branches which share same parameters to calculate similarity between
template and candidate. Later in [15], Valmadre et al. integrated SiamFC network with correlation filter and
train it end-to-end. In [9], the authors integrated Region Proposal Network (RPN) in SiamFC network and
fine-tuned final results via bounding box regression.
However, most SiamFC trackers only take conv-feature from last layer into account and discard low level convfeatures. As shown in Fig. 1, SiamFC network using single conv-feature may not work in some cases. Inspired by
HCF and HDT, we proposed hierarchical estimation for SiamFC trackers. We first construct hierarchical SiamFC
networks via pre-trained VGGNet, ResNet and DenseNet. The hierarchical SiamFC networks can output score
maps from different layers. We further define adaptive weights for each score map according to current tracking
loss and historic tracking loss. The current tracking loss is defined by score maps from different layers in current
frame. The historic tracking loss is defined by score maps from same layers in previous frames. Consequently,
The new position in next frame is estimated by score map with maximum weighted Peak-to-Sidelobe Ratio
(PSR) [2].
In summary, our contributions in this paper are as follow:
– We first construct hierarchical SiamFC networks via pre-trained CNNs.
– We define adaptive weigths for score maps from different layers and estimate target position via score map
with maximum weighted PSR.
– Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed hierarchichal SiamFC networks achieve better performance than baselines.
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Fig. 1. Failure cases of SiamFC network using single conv-feature. Red: ResNet50-Conv3, yellow: ResNet50-Conv4, blue:
ResNet50-Conv5. Left: ResNet50-Conv3 fails in ’Bolt’, mid: ResNet50-Conv4 fails in ’Couple’, right: ResNet50-Conv5
fails in ’Lemming’.

2
2.1

Proposed Algorithm
Overview

Fig. 2 shows our proposed hierarchical estimation framework for SiamFC network. Exemplar image and search
image are input into SiamFC network and cross-correlation is conducted on different convolutional layers.
Different score maps are assigned adaptive weights according to current tracking loss and historic tracking loss.
The target in next frame will be located via score map with maximum PSR.
In Sec. 2.2, we will briefly review siamese fully convolutional network for object tracking. In Sec. 2.3, we
will present the architecture of hierarchical SiamFC network. In Sec. 2.4, We will demonstrate how to assign
adaptive weights and implement hierarchical estimation for accurate tracking.

Fig. 2. Our proposed hierarchical estimation framework for SiamFC network. ∗ denotes cross-correlation.

2.2

Review of SiamFC Network

In this section, we will briefly review SiamFC network for object tracking [1]. It addresses object tracking by
similarity matching and learns a similarity function off-line, which can be denoted as:
f (z, x) = g(ϕ(z), ϕ(x)) = ϕ(z) ∗ ϕ(x)

(1)

where x is exemplar image generally ground-truth in first frame, z is search image generally centered at the
previous position of the target, ϕ(·) is embedded feature extractor generally fully convolutional network, ∗ is
cross-correlation regarded as similarity metric.
SiamFC network contains two identical branches sharing same convolutional architecture and parameters. It
inputs image pairs z, x and utilizes cross-correlation (convolution without padding in fact) to calculate similarity
between exemplar image and all candidates. Each value in score map represents confidence of corresponding
candidate. The position of the target in next frame is estimated by candidate with maximum score.
2.3

Hierarchical SiamFC Network

Generally, SiamFC network utilizes the last conv-layer to estimate transformation of targets due to hight level
conv-feature is more representative. However, object tracking requires to not only distinguish targets from
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background, but also locate positions. Therefore, low level conv-feature with high resolution may make sense in
some cases compared with high level conv-feature.
We utilize VGGNet [14], ResNet [5] and DenseNet [8] to construct hierarchical SiamFC networks which can
estimate target position via different conv-features. Theses three modern CNNs have some same features:
– They are all pre-trained on ImageNet for image recognition thus generalized.
– They all contains five conv-blocks.
– The total strides of them are all 32 (25 ).
We remove fully connected layers and adjust total strides of them to 16 (24 ) for conv-feature with higher
resolution (remove last max-pooling layer of VGGNet, adjust the stride of conv3 block of ResNet to 1 and remove
last transition layer of DenseNet). Architectures of hierarchical SiamFC networks are shown in Table 2.3. The
cross-correlation is conducted between feature maps from conv3 block, conv4 block and conv5 block. Three
score maps are output for hierarchical transformation estimation.
Table 1. Architectures of proposed hierarchical SiamFC networks using VGGNet, ResNet and DenseNet. The total
strides of them are adjusted to 16 (24 ). More details about Conv block are present in [14, 5, 8].
VGGNet
Conv1 block
Maxpool
Conv2 block
Maxpool
Conv3 block
Maxpool
Conv4 block
Maxpool
Conv5 block

2.4

Stride
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

ResNet
Conv1 block
Maxpool
Conv2 block

Stride
1
2
1

Conv3 block

2

Conv4 block

2

Conv5 block

2

DenseNet
Conv1 block
Maxpool
Conv2 block
Transition
Conv3 block
Transition
Conv4 block
Transition
Conv5 block

Stride
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

Hierarchical Estimation in SiamFC Network

To take full advantage of hierarchical conv-features, we assign adaptive weights for score maps from different
layers and estimate target position by score map with maximum weighted PSR.
Supposed that SiamFC tracker has located target in frame t, the current tracking loss (CTL) of each score
map is defined as:
CT Lti = max(Sit ) − Sit (xtc , yct )
(2)
where Sit denotes ith score map in tth frame, (xtc , yct ) denotes the center coordinate of target in tth frame. In
fact, CT L from Eq. 2 can reflect difference of confidence between optimal score map and ith score map. If kth
score map is selected to infer target transformation, CT Ltk will be 0.
We also define historic tracking loss (HTL) as a measurement of tracking stability:
HT Lti = |
f (S) =

f (Sit ) − meanT (f (Sit ))
|
stdT (f (Sit ))
max(S) − mean(S)
std(S)

(3)

(4)

where f (·) denotes function to calculate PSR as Eq. 4. meanT (f (Sit )) and stdT (f (Sit )) denote mean and standard
deviation of PSR from t − T th to t − 1th frame respectively.
We use harmonic mean to assign weights of each score map via CT L and HT L. Given that score map with
larger loss should be assign smaller weights in t + 1th frame. We adopt exponential function to express this
negative correlation:
t

t

2α · e−CT Li · e−HT Li
t
t
α · e−CT Li + e−HT Li
where α is harmonic coefficient. The location in t + 1th frame will estimated by kth score map:
wit+1 =

k = argmax(wit+1 · f (Sit+1 ))
i
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Experiments
Set up

We use VGGNet-19, ResNet-50, and DenseNet-169 from torchvision 0.2.0 and implement experiments by PyTorch 0.3.1 with NVIDIA GTX TITAN X. Exemplar image and search image are padded with context [1] and
resized to 127 ∗ 127 and 255 ∗ 255 respectively. Feature maps of exemplar image and search image are resized
to 15 ∗ 15 and 31 ∗ 31 respectively. Therefore, the size of score map is 17 ∗ 17. For more accurate localization,
we unsample feature map from 17 ∗ 17 to 129 ∗ 129 by bilinear interpolation. α is set to 1 and T is set to 10.
During tracking, HT L is calculated after 10th frame.
3.2

Benchmark

OTB50 [16] is used to evaluated performance of trackers. In OTB50, there are total 11 challenging factor such
as Illumination Variation, Fast Motion, Occlusion. We draw success plot via Overlap Ratio (OR) and precision
plot via Center Location Error (CLE) to demonstrate quantitative performance. Generally, Area Under Curve
of success plot is success score and precision under 20 pixels in precision plot is precision score.
3.3

Quantitative results

Fg. 3 shows success plots and precision plots of hierarchical SiamFC tracker and SiamFC tracker using single
conv-layer on overall sequences. All the three SiamFC networks equipped with our proposed hierarchical estimation framework achieve best performance compare with baselines. Our SiamFC tracker using VGGNet19
achieves 0.604 and 0.859 success score and precision score, which is top 1 results among all evaluated trackers. SiamFC tracker using ResNet50 with our framework outperforms Conv4 by 3.1% success score and 3.2%
precision score. For DenseNet169, our framework also promotes 3.8% success score and 5.3% precision score
compared with Conv4.

Fig. 3. Quantitative results of our propose hierarchical SiamFC tracker and baselines on overall sequences.

Fg. 4 shows quantitative performance on sequences with Illumination Variation, Scale Variation, In-Plane
Rotation and Out-of-Plane Rotation. Benefiting from hierarchical estimation framework, our SiamFC can deal
with these challenging factors successfully and outperform baselines. Our tracking using VGGNet-19 achieve
best success score and precision score on Illumination Variation, In-Plane Rotation and Out-of-Plane Rotation.
On sequences with Scale Variation, SiamFC network uisng DenseNet169 achieve top 1 performance.
3.4

Qualitative results

Fg. 5 presents tracking results of evaluated SiamFC trackers. Our trackers can locate targets more accurate and
robust compared with baselines. It demonstrate that our framework can effectively select optimal score map to
infer transformation of targets.
In sequence MotorRolling, both Conv3 and Conv4 from VGGNet19 fail while Conv5 tracks the target.
However, Conv5 also fails in sequence Football. Our SiamFC tracker keep locating targets in these sequences
successfully.
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Fig. 4. Quantitative results of our propose hierarchical SiamFC tracker and baselines on attribute-based sequences.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Qualitative results. (a) VGGNet-19, (b) ResNet-50, (c) DenseNet-169. Red: Ours, yellow: Conv3, blue: Conv4,
green: Conv5. From top to down: MotorRolling, Football, Bolt, Basketball, Soccer, Skiing.
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In sequence Bolt, Conv3 and Conv5 from ResNet50 are corrupted by background. Conv4 is also corrupted
by other runner in frame 95. Only ours can tracks Bolt consistently.
In sequence Soccer and Skiing, Our tracker handles challenging factors such as rotation, illumination variation
and locate targets during whole sequences. On the contrary, baselines can not (Conv3, Conv5 fail in sequence
Soccer and Conv3, Conv4 fail in sequence Skiing).

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical estimation framework for robust object tracking. We construct hierarchical SiamFC networks using VGGNet, ResNet and DenseNet. These SiamFC networks can output score map
from different conv-layers. To take full advantage of these score maps, we assign adaptive weights for them. The
positions of targets in next frame is inferred by score map with maximum weight PSR. Experimental results
demonstrate that our proposed framework can achieve more accurate and robust performance compared with
baselines.
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